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Abstract: Routing in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) is a very challenging task since, nodes are mobile and
links are frequently created and broken. Traditional proactive routing algorithms initiate path discovery process from
beginning after link failure occurrence. Generally, link failure occurs due to frequent topology change, fading,
multiuser interference, etc., In MANETs link stability is the important criterion for link failure. Once the link meets
with failure, it affects the overall performance of MANETs topology and it is very difficult to select optimum path as
it leads to more transmission delay. The objective of this paper is to develop a mathematical model for Path
Selection Algorithm based on Hamming Distance and delay parameters (PSA-HD). In this paper, link failure is
identified, stable link is selected from the available links to reach the destination and it determines a stable path. The
simulation result reveals that there is a decrease in average End-to-End delay and increase in Packet Delivery Ratio
(PDR).
Keywords: Hamming distance, Delay, Link failure, Link stability and path selection.

1. Introduction
MANETs is one kind of wireless ad-hoc
network and it is a self-configuring network of
mobile routers connected by several wireless links
to form a temporary network for sharing information
among the users. Since it has the dynamic nature of
ad-hoc networks, it leads to frequent changes in the
path and unpredictability in changing the topology.
These make the researchers active in routing area in
MANETs because the mobile nodes can be setup at
anytime, anywhere and they are free to move
randomly. The links between the mobile nodes lead
to frequent link breakages. Therefore, discovering
and maintaining paths among the nodes form one of
the major issues in MANETs.
There have been many routing metrics which are
available. The most widely used metric is hop count.
It is used in both the static and dynamic networks.
The term “hop count” is used to represent the

number of jumps (or hops) traversed by a packet
between the source and destination. The minimum
hop count between a specific source and destination
is called the shortest path. Hop count is one of the
best metrics for use in a static network in which, if
there are multiple routing paths available, the path
with the minimum hop count is selected. This is
because with a shorter path, fewer resources will be
consumed. There are many varieties of ad-hoc
routing protocols to find an optimum path between
the source and destination.
To detect the link break in topology, hamming
distance concept is adopted with the proposed
algorithm. Hamming distance is used to detect
changes of bit positions between two binary values.
Likewise, PSA-HD adopted this technique for
MANETs to detect changes in path among multiple
paths.
Henceforth, routing table
updated
automatically by counting changes in the character
position. Already a technique is proposed in the
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name of REfined Hamming DIStance (REHDIS) for
stable path selection which can be found in [1]. As
per PSA-HD, it yields the first priority to which the
path has the hamming distance as 1. As a result, the
proposed PSA-HD algorithm selects an alternate
link quickly in case of a link failure, it transfers the
data quickly, reduces the End-to-End delay in turn
and it improves in the Packet Delivery Ratio.
The rest of the section is structured as follows:
Section 2 presents a brief review of various protocol
and algorithms. Section 3 explores the proposed
PSA-HD and highlights the mathematical model.
Section 4 is the conclusion suggesting future work.
Finally, references are listed.

2. Related works
This section presents some literature review of
efficient route discovery and link stability based on
the multicast routing protocol in MANETs. In the
last few years many researchers proposed many
mechanisms of multicast routing. An algorithm is
developed [2] for Local Link Failure Recovery
(LLFR) for ad hoc networks that establish recovery
from link failures spontaneously at the point of link
breakage. In such cases, a reliable link failure
recovery is the main criterion that determined the
performance of the network in terms of QoS. The
LLFR is used in each node that collects RREP in the
RREP Buffer Table (RBT) stack in the highest order
of signal strength, which gets triggered during link
failures. Once a link failure is detected, the
intermediate node searches for an alternate path
around the faulty area by choosing the first RREP
that is stacked in the RBT and establishes a new
route to the intended destination for sending the data
packets without any delay in time.
Two route repair techniques are used to repair
the broken link of the network. Either the routes can
be repaired by re-establishing a new route starting
from the source node or the routes can be repaired
by the node that detects the link break along the path
[3]. According to this approach, the different route
repair values are defined on the basis of the active
path of network and the link break value of the
network for finding in which location the link break
is occurring to initiate route repair mechanisms. The
link is repaired locally for the performance
enhancement of the basic ad-hoc on demand routing
protocol [4]. Alternate path finding for the next-tonext node in case of link breakage is a better opinion
of route management. These protocols are beaconless to improve bandwidth utilization. Control
Overheads have been reduced by using 802.11b
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protocol to maintain connectivity of the moving
nodes.
The best routing path is found based on three
factors such as nodes distance, power and node
mobility [5]. Their objective was achieving
sustainable connectivity that is an ultimate goal
during MANETs construction. The QoS routing
protocol is explained [6] based on Link Stability for
MANETs to establish a stable path by calculating
the mobility degree of a node relative to its
neighbour.
QoS aware is addressed [7] of on demand
routing in MANETs to incorporate link quality
estimation based on mobility prediction of nodes to
select the stable paths. Modified AODV routing
protocol which discovers its route for sending data
and video packets based on the stability of the path
and mentioned some mechanisms for measuring the
stability but the path stability seems to be good
among all the mechanisms [8].
QoS requirements of real-time applications by
using admission control scheme and a feedback
scheme is recognized [9].The novel part of this
QoS-aware routing protocol is the use of the
approximate bandwidth estimation to react to
network traffic. This approach implements these
schemes by using two bandwidth estimation
methods to find the residual bandwidth available at
each node to support new streams. A scheme is
estimated to get the information about total
bandwidth for delay sensitive applications in
MANETs [10]. It uses modified technique for
bandwidth estimation and for route maintenance.
This algorithm selects routes with least traffic and
follows alternate route method for route
maintenance.
Optimize a route for secure selection using Ant
Colony Optimization that helps in finding the paths
between two nodes in a network and selection of
path can be changed dynamically according to the
condition of the wireless network in case of network
congestion [11]. This algorithm gives the best
solution for the shortest path problem in Ad hoc
networks. AODV protocol is enhanced for the
problem of link failure, which in turn enhances the
performance of the network and AODV protocol
and selects the secure and shortest path in MANETs
[12]. In this proposed approach, it considers the high
vicinity between nodes and these nodes are used for
data transmission.
Stability estimation is introduced to multicast
routing based on relative stability metric and local
stability metric for finding a stable path, in which,
the already mentioned two decision factors (i.e., the
relative stability metric and the local stability
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metric) help to estimate a concerned link’s stability
strength [13]. This developed protocol provides a
flexible and feasible approach to choose a more
efficient multicast tree in a reactive manner. Linear
optimization based quality analysis of route and split
the load according to route quality is proposed [14].
The optimization problem thus framed is by
considering the network parameters such as Peak
Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR) of images and path cost
solving by which the quality of the routes is
enhanced. Initially source node finds N node disjoint
paths till destination. Probe packets from source to
destination are sent to know the network condition.
PSNR for each image through different paths are
calculated.
Link quality is evaluated to improve routing by
using Dynamic Source Routing protocol.
Considering wireless link quality, a routing
algorithm chooses better paths, if the host’s list of
recently seen requests, then discard route request
packet totally [15]. When RREQ matches host’s
own address, then packet route record contains route
by which request reached the host from RREQ
initiator. Return a route copy to the initiator in a
route reply packet. Otherwise, append host’s address
to RREQ packet’s route record and re-broadcast
RREQ. Multipath routing is improved based on link
availability, neighboring nodes queuing delay, node
mobility and bit error rate. The optimal path is
selected using BAT meta-heuristic optimization [16].
The movement of a node from one location to
another at a constant speed and direction is called
epoch. The mobility of the nodes is comprised of
multiple epochs which need not be the same.
PPCLSS
means
Predicted
Probabilistic
Coefficient Link Stability scheme based routing for
MANETs [17]. Link loss is found based on a
number of packets forwarded from a mobile node to
the average dynamic distance between two mobile
nodes with the mobility proportion. It considers the
energy utilized for transmission of a packet and the
average path lifetime. Link stability is estimated
based on link connectivity changes, which can be
performed on the network layer, without the need of
peripheral devices or low layer data [18].
The route instability in AODV protocol is
studied and suggested a solution for improvement
[19]. This approach is used to reduce the route
failure by storing the alternate route in the
intermediate nodes. In this algorithm intermediate
nodes are also involved in the route discovery
process. As a result, it reduces the route
establishment overhead as well as the time to find
the reroute when a link failure occurs. Modified
Termite Algorithms (MTA) is focused on
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development of an efficient routing algorithm for
MANETs. The MTA developed by adopting
efficient pheromone evaporation technique address
to load balancing problems [20]. By including QoS,
efficient route maintenance and local repair strategy
by prediction of node failures, the MTA is expected
to enhance the performance of the network in terms
of throughput and reduction of End-to-End delay
and routing overheads.
A light weight Proactive Source Routing
Protocol (PSR) is proposed for data forwarding in
MANETs. In PSR, each node maintained breadthfirst search spanning tree and that information is
periodically exchanged among neighboring nodes
for updating network topology information [21].
Thus, PSR allows a node to have full-path
information to all other nodes in the network. In
PSR, if link failure occurs at any node it starts
finding the link failure from source node.
The disadvantages of the above mentioned
algorithms and techniques were not capable of
identifying the position of link failure. For this
reason, PSA-HD is proposed and selects an alternate
link from the failure node for its enhanced link
stability in MANETs and reduction in average endto-end delay.

3. PSA-HD: A mathematical model
Let the number of nodes and links involved in
wireless network be ‘n’ and ‘l’ respectively. A
wireless network can be represented as a graph G =
(V, E) where the nodes and links are represented
as ’V’ and ‘E’ respectively. Further, V= {v1, v2,…,vn}
and E={e1,e2,…,el}. Also ei ϵ E represents a link
between vi and vi-1. Without loss of generality, let
v1=vS and vn = vD represents the source and
destination of a wireless network. Thus (n-2)!
alternate paths are possible between vS and vD.
It is noted that link failure may happen at any
time in any node.
The important assumption made in this paper is
that path length from all intermediate nodes to the
destination node is always the same. Assume that
the link failure occurs at link ei where ei is
positioned between the nodes vi and vi+1. Let the
failure node vf from vS is be maximum of p position
apart, where p is defined as number of links between
vf and vD. Once the failure occurs at vf. The number
of possible path (n-2-p)! from vf to vD is not
considered in forwarding the packet. Thus the total
number of possible path is not considered in the
entire wireless network and denoted as Tp is
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Once the failure occurs, the failure link ei where ei ϵ
E (vi , vi-1) is identified and the path from vi-1 to vD
are completely removed and at the same time Route
Error (RERR) is sent to the previous node vi. From vi
the alternate paths are found. Let it be pi, where
i=1,…,nA, nA < n, where nA is number of alternate
paths and the number of nodes involved in all pi are
either the same or different. By keeping any one of
the paths as stable say pj, pj  pi the rest of the paths
are denoted as pk, where k=j+1, j+2,…,nA Hamming
distance denoted as d(hj) = H(pj  pk), j ≠ k is found.
To determine the optimal path PSAHDopt consider
the following cases:
Case (i): if all d(h) are distinct
After finding d(h), PSAHDopt is the one which has
the least d (hj), j = p, p+1,…,n.
Case (ii): if some d (h) are the same
Suppose two or more d (h) are equal say hl, i.e., the
number of links from vi to vD in all distinct paths are
equal say ve, the minimum delay dmin is considered
in determining the PSAHDopt, where dmin is
calculated using
for each pi, i = 1,2,3,…,hl
ve

dli = d (vs ,..,vi) +



d(vi, vi+1)

(2)

i 1

PSAHDopt = min {dli}
Case (iii): if both d (h) and d are equal
If two or more paths have both d (h) and d as equal,
the first path in the routing table is selected a
PSAHDopt.
This section proves that the PSA-HD yields
better results when compared with the existing
protocols by formulating a mathematical model.
There are five paths involved in the data transfer.
They are VSV1V2VD, VSV1V4VD,
VSV3V4VD,
VSV5V4VD
and
VSV5V6VD. P1 refers to the total number of
links needed to transfer the data packets through the
path (VSV1V2VD). P2 refers to the total
number of links needed to transfer the data packets
through the path (VSV1V4VD). P3 refers to the
total number of links needed to transfer the data
packets through the (VSV3V4VD). P4 refers to
the total number of links needed to transfer the data
packets through the (VSV5V4VD). P5 refers to
the total number of links needed to transfer the data

Table 1.Alternative Path(s) with Hamming Distance and
Delay
No. of
Path(s)
Available
1
2
3
4

Routing
Path

Refined
Hamming
Distance
1
2
2
2

VsV1V4VD
VsV3V4VD
VsV5V4VD
VsV5V6VD
1

V1

V2
1

2
3

VS

Delay
(in
ms.)
6
7
8
5

3

1

3

V3

VD

V4
3

3
2

1
V6

V5
1

Figure.1 Network scenario 1

packets through the (VSV5V6VD) as shown in
Table 1. The PSA-HD identifies the number of links
meeting with failure, it locally in turn reduces endto-end delay and increases PDR.
The PSA-HD algorithm is proposed to select the
best optimum path among the multiple paths. It is
described by considering the network scenario given
in Fig.1. There are 8 nodes that are considered in the
network scenario. They are Vs, V1, V2, V3, V4, V5,
V6 and VD. The number on the edges denotes the
delay in milli seconds.
REfined Hamming DIstance is calculated as
follows:

Refined Hamming
DIstance

Path1
Path2
=

1
Vs
Vs

2
V1
V1

3
V2
V4
1

4
VD
VD

Network Scenario 1:
The initial path is identified based on existing
algorithms (i.e., VsV1V2VD). If V2 leaves
from the initial path as shown in Fig.2. PSA-HD
algorithm identifies the alternative path from Table 1
based on refined hamming distance. Here, the
alternative path, VsV1V4 VD is selected as it
has minimum distance, 1. The PSA-HD gives the
first priority to minimum refined hamming distance.
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2

3

1
3

1

V3

Table 2.Alternative path(s) with Hamming distance and
delay

V2

1

V1

VS
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3
VD

V4

3
3

2
V6

1
Figure.2 Network scenario 2
3

VS

1

V3

VD

V4

3
3

2

1
V6

V5

Routing
Path
VsV3V4VD
VsV3V6VD
VsV5V4VD
VsV5V6VD

Refined
Hamming
Distance
1
2
1
2

Delay
(in
ms.)
7
7
8
5

4. Simulation results and analysis

1

V5

No. of
Path (s)
Available
1
2
3
4

1
Figure.3 Network scenario 3

In the above two paths, the character positions
such as 1, 2 and 4 remain the same. But, in position
3 characters differ. There is a difference in one
position out of the four positions. Hence, the refined
hamming distance is 1. Similarly, it is calculated for
all other alternative paths.
Network Scenario 2:
If two alternative paths have the same distance,
then it also considers delay. In another case, A leaves
from the network as shown in Fig. 3. There is a need
for new alternative path. The PSA-HD algorithm
identifies the best optimum path from Table 2. It
identifies the alternative paths based on refined
hamming distance. Here, there are two alternative
paths
available,
VsV3V4VD
and
VSV5V4VD as they have the minimum
distance, 1.
Network Scenario 3:
In this case, two paths have the same distance as
shown in Fig.3. Hence, the best optimum path is
selected based on the delay parameter. Here, the
alternative path, VsV3V4VD is selected as it
has the minimum distance and delay compared to all
other path. If the value of distance and delay are
equal, then the best optimum path is selected from
the alternative table which is calculated first as
shown in Table 2.

• Simulation parameters
In order to validate the working performance of
the proposed algorithm PSA-HD with the existing
Proactive Source Routing (PSR) and Predicted
Probabilistic Coefficient Link Stability Scheme
(PPCLSS) Table 3 shows the parameters and values
used for the simulations.
• Performance metrics
The comparison has been done with the existing
PSR and PPCLSS protocols with our proposed PSAHD. The following performance metrics are used to
evaluate the performance of the PSA-HD.
• Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)
It defines that Total number of packets received
at destination divided by number of packets sent by
source. It is used to measure the link stability of the
discovered path.
• Average end-to-end delay
The End-to-End delay is referred to as the total
time is taken for transmitting the data packets from
source to destination.
Table 3. Simulation parameters
Parameters
Values
Number of Nodes
20
Data Rate
250kbps
Network Size
500X500 m2
MAC Protocol
IEEE 802.11
Simulation Time
100 Seconds
Traffic Agent
CBR
Packet Size
512kb
Mobility Model
Random Way Point Model
Speed
5,15,25,35 and 50m/s
Pause Time
5 Seconds
Antenna Type
Omni Antenna
Radio Range
250m
Routing Protocols
PSR, PPCLSS
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Table 4. Computational time calculation

Mobility
of Nodes (mi)
PSR
Delay (di)
PPCLSS
(in ms)
PSA-HD

5

15

25

35

50

mi .d i
mi

0.346
0.223
0.113

1.226
1.021
0.911

2.112
1.176
1.108

3.008
2.878
1.978

4.786
3.666
2.567

3.211
2.537
1.842

Table 5. Packet delivery calculation
Mobility
of Nodes (mi)
PSR
No. of
packets (pi)
PPCLSS
(in %)
PSA-HD

5

15

25

35

50

mi .d i
mi

91.6
92.09
93.06

93.12
93.78
95.12

94.15
94.66
96.15

95.18
96.96
97.18

96.2
98.72
99.2

94.97
96.64
97.36

Delay of existing algorithm
ve

dli = d (vS,…,vi) +



d(vi, vi+1)

(3)

i 1

Delay of proposed algorithm
ve

dli =

Figure.4 End-to-end delay among PSR, PPCLSS, and
PSA-HD



d (vi, vi+1)

(4)

i 1

Table 5 shows the PDR calculation among PSR,
PPCLSS and PSA-HD in which, PSR and PPCLSS
improve PDR to 94.97% and 96.64% respectively,
whereas, PSA-HD improves to 97.36 %.
From the performance analysis, the results are
concluded that PSA-HD shows superiority over PSR and
PPCLSS. The proposed PSA-HD minimizes the delay
and maximizes the PDR as depicted in Fig. 5.
Figure.5 Packet delivery ratio among PSR, PPCLSS, and
PSA-HD
• Performance analysis
In the experiment, the node speed varying from
5,15,25,35 and 50m/s by keeping the nodes as constant
rate and data rate as 250kb. Fig. 4 shows the comparative
performance of PSR, PPCLSS and PSA-HD for different
mobility speeds. The performance of the routing
protocols is degraded when the mobility speed increases
and when the mobility is increased from 5,15,25,35 to
50m/s the link failure increases, resulting in more route
setup delay.
In PPCLSS [17] and PSR [21], if link failure occurs at
any node it starts finding the link failure from source
node. The proposed PSA-HD incurs less delay than the
existing PSR and PPCLSS protocols as shown in Table 4.
The End-to-End delay increases gradually as the
speed increases as depicted in Fig.4. Graphical
representation
shows
the
proposed
PSA-HD
outperforming PSR and PPCLSS with respect to delay.
The X axis represents the mobility speed and Y axis
represents the average end-to-end delay in milli seconds.

5. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, PSA-HD algorithm has been
proposed to address some of the issues like link
failure and minimization of delay. The proposed
PSA-HD identifies the failure node position in the
path and selects an alternate link from the failure
node. The mathematical model and simulation
results prove that the proposed PSA-HD
significantly reduces the end-to-end delay. The
comparison clearly depicts that PSA-HD yields
better results than PSR and PPCLSS. It identifies the
path which has a minimum number of hamming
distance and minimum delay compared to PSR and
PPCLSS as it identify and repair the failure link
locally. Even, if the mobility of the node is
increased, PSA-HD gives better results. PDR
calculation is done among PSR, PPCLSS and PSAHD in which, PSR and PPCLSS improve PDR to
94.97% and 96.64% respectively, whereas, PSA-HD
improves to 97.36 %. In general, the proposed PSAHD enhances the link stability in Mobile Ad-hoc
Networks. In the future work, this proposed
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algorithm will be analyzed with Link Expiration
Time (LET) where the links are survived for a
longer duration of time along with minimum
connected neighbors.
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